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HSEM F434 Consequence Assessment

This rubric will assist you in understanding what is expected for this part of the decision brief series.

Exceeds
Expectations 

25 Points

Meets
Expectations 

17 Points

Some
Components
Present, but

not all 
8 Points

Not
Completed 

0 Points

Your Target Data All elements of the
table are completed 
Research is current
and applicable -
extrapolation is
completed when
direct data cannot
be found 
Data is relevant to
the target and highly
descriptive of the
target and
associated
equipment

All elements of the
table are completed 
Research is
applicable but scant 
Data is relevant to
the target and no
extrapolation to
similar types of
targets have been
completed

Some elements of
the table are
complete, but
insufficient to use
for the next step in
the consequence
assessment

Not completed or
instructor is
returning the full
assignment for
another reason
(e.g., assignment
was completed
out of order)

Your Consequence Assessment Data is relevant to
the target 
Research is used
from at least 10
different resources
and reflects a
diverse selection of
sources 
There is a number in
each of the "why"
cells 
The consequence
rating aligns with
the data provided in
the "why" cells

All elements of the
table are completed 
Research is used
from 5 to 8
resources and
reflects a diverse
number of
resources 
Data is consistently
relevant to the area
in which the target
is found 
The consequence
rating does not align
with the table

Research is used
from 1 to 4
resources or the
student references
only personal
knowledge 
Data is
inconsistently
relevant or not
relevant to the area
in which the target is
found 
The consequence
rating does not align
with the table

Not completed or
instructor is
returning the full
assignment for
another reason

Wrap Up Questions Responses fully
address the
question and are
reflective in nature

Responses partially
address the
questions or may
lack substantive
reflection

Responses fail to
address the
questions

Not completed or
instructor is
returning the full
assignment for
another reason
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This rubric was created with Quick Rubric and can be found at - http://www.quickrubric.com/r#/qr/cchatfield/hsem-
f434-consequence-assessment

Exceeds
Expectations 

25 Points

Meets
Expectations 

17 Points

Some
Components
Present, but

not all 
8 Points

Not
Completed 

0 Points

Grammar/Spelling/Formatting/Timeliness Perfect
grammar/spelling 
Appropriate
template is used 
Appropriate file
naming syntax is
used 
Hazards and threats
are listed in the
same order as
submitted in
previous
assignments 
Submitted by due
date

1-2 errors in
grammar/spelling 
Appropriate
template not used 
Appropriate file
naming syntax not
used 
Hazards and threats
are listed in a
different order than
submitted in
previous
assignments unless
the student is
submitting a change
and explains that
change
appropriately 
Not submitted by
due date and no
heads up provided

3 to 5 errors in
grammar/spelling 
Appropriate
template not used 
Appropriate file
naming syntax not
used 
Hazards and threats
are different than
submitted in
previous
assignments and no
explanation is
offered.  
Not submitted by
due date and no
heads up provided

>5 errors in
grammar/ spelling 
Appropriate
template not used 
Appropriate file
naming syntax not
used 
Not submitted by
due date and no
heads up provided


